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ABSTRACT
The infinite wedge model has been traditionally used as an idealized geometry of topographic
features due to its similarity with continental margins, mountain roots, and crustal discontinuities.
Various theoretical and experimental studies have been previously published on the seismic
response of idealized wedges. Most studies, however, have focused on two incident wave types
i.e. Rayleigh (experimental studies) and SH (theoretical studies). Complementing the existing
body of work, we present results from our study on the response of elastic wedges to incident SV
(in-plane body) wave, an idealized problem that can provide valuable insight in the understanding
and parameterization of topography effects. We first show results from our explicit finite
difference simulations of SV-wave scattering by 90⁰ angle infinite wedges. We next solve the
same problem for 2D and 3D finite wedge of the same internal angle. Comparing the results, one
can find additional effects of in-plane and out-of-plane corner diffraction.

Introduction
Wedge models have been traditionally used in wave propagation studies as fundamental
elements of surface irregularity, due to their similarity with features like continental margins,
mountain roots, and crustal discontinuities in Seismology; ground surface topography in
earthquake engineering; and surface defects and cracks in non-destructive testing (NDT). In fact,
there is a common mathematical problem behind all these field of studies - the propagation of
incident waves in a semi-bounded medium. An important distinction between these fields,
however, is the ratio of the incident wavelength relative to the characteristic size of the feature,
aka the dimensionless wavelength, which differs 5 orders of magnitude, from 100s in seismological models to 1/100s in NDT applications.
When an incoming wave propagates through a medium and incites on a wedge-shaped scatterer,
its amplitude, frequency and duration are significantly altered by this geometrical heterogeneity
(Figure 1a). Since real topographies can be approximated by series of simplified convex and
concave geometries, as shown in Figure 1, the seismic response of real topographies, to a first
approximation, could be analyzed as the sum of the response of several wedges .For example,
Figure 1b shows the interaction of scattering fields generated by the various wedge components
of a dam type topography. This interaction results in an amplification/deamplification pattern
shown by red and green arrows in the figure.
The infinite wedge as a building block of complex geometries has been extensively studied.
Theoretical studies consist of analytical/semi-analytical methods mostly focused on out-of-plane
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SH waves (Hudson, 1963; Sato, 1963; Abo Zena and King, 1973; Pao & Ziegler, 1982; SánchezSesma, 1985); and numerical simulations, mostly finite differences, of Rayleigh wave propagation (Alsop and Goodman, 1972; Munasinghe and Farnell, 1972; Alterman & Nathaniel, 1975;
Blake and Bond, 1990). Experimental studies have been also conducted, but for the most part
they are limited to reflection/transmission and conversion of Rayleigh waves passing through a
wedge tip (de Bremaecker, 1958; Knopoff and Gangi, 1960; Pilant et al., 1964; Bond, 1979; Fujii
et al., 1984; Li et al., 1992).
The scattering of in-plane SV waves by an infinite wedge, by contrast, has received very little
attention, despite its relevance to seismological and earthquake engineering problems; perhaps
the most widely known work is by Sanchez-Sesma (1990), who studied the wedge problem using
ray theory for two specific cases of diffraction-free internal angles. In this paper, we first study
the response of an infinite wedge for one of these cases using finite differences; we validate the
numerical model by comparison with the analytical solution of Sanchez-Sesma (1990); and we
then study the effects of face length of wedge and its tip diffraction in wedge-shaped topography
in both 2D and 3D. The results show that surface waves generated at the toe of finite wedges
strongly affect the amplification factor at the vertex.
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Figure 1. a) Scattering of incoming wave by a wedge shaped heterogeneity;
b) Scattered field around various wedge components of a dam type topography
Infinite Wedge
Of the two geometries studied by Sanchez-Sesma (1990), we used the 90⁰ infinite wedge as our
validation model. The finite difference code FLAC (Itasca, 2008) was used for our simulation.
We used Ricker wavelets (narrowband impulse) of wavelength λ as input motion at the base of
wedge model. All simulations are based on elastic wave propagation in homogeneous medium.
Therefore, the only source of scattering is the geometrical surface boundary. For the case of
infinite wedge, the total scattered field theoretically consists of specular reflection from the
wedge sides (there is no tip diffraction for this special geometry). However, the infinite extension
of wedge geometry cannot be captured using a numerical model, and truncation of the numerical
domain is unavoidable. Although the absorbing boundary condition can remove or at least reduce
spurious reflections from artificial boundaries, it does not work for the parasitic diffraction that
originates at wedge toes. Setting the edge length greater than 20λ, there is enough spatiotemporal

distance to separate the effects of direct incident and the effects generated by spurious diffractions. Figure 2 shows the configuration of the numerical model used in our analysis. Red bulbs
denote the spurious diffraction by artificial corners.

Figure 2. Configuration of proposed numerical model for infinite wedge problem
The normalized amplification factor at the vertex computed in our simulation was next validated
by comparison with the analytical solution of Sanches-Sesma (1990). Figure 3 specifically shows
the synthetic seismograms and the velocity time history at the wedge tip for this simulation. The
time history shows amplification factors of 1e-3, which agrees well with the analytical solution
of 0. In the velocity time history, the arrow indicates the time when the two direct arrivals (blue
dashed line in Figure 3a) reach the wedge tip, at around t = 3.5s. The zero amplitude at the vertex
is a clear evidence of destructive interference.
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Figure 3. a) Synthetic seismogram and b) Time history at the vertex for infinite wedge

Still, there are two nonzero pulses around this point which could be misleading. The left one
corresponds to the superposition of spurious diffractions from the wedge corners. This part of
resultant wavefield is represented by red dashed curve in the synthetic seismograms (Figure 3a).
The other spike at approximately t = 5s, which has much larger amplitude, is caused by the
superposition of surface waves generated (artificially) from the corners and travelling uphill
(yellow dashed lines in Figure 5a).
To provide a better understanding of wave evolution in time, snapshots of total wavefield are
presented in Figure 4. The third plot corresponds to the maximum amplification. At time t = 1s,
the cylindrical (2D) diffracted SP wave is highlighted by red dashed curves. The ground level
trace of this wave is denoted by a curved line in the synthetic seismograms. The specular
reflection of incident SV wave is clearly seen in the next snapshot. The maximum surface motion
which is normal to the wedge face is shown in the third plot. Also, there exist two uphill
propagating Rayleigh waves which are the artifact of the finite numerical model. In the last
snapshot, we can check that there is no diffraction from the wedge tip.

Figure 4. Snapshots of total wavefield
2D Wedge-shaped Topography
Using the same numerical scheme, we next simulate the scattering of vertically propagated SV
waves in a wedge-type surface topography. The configuration of the numerical model used for
our 2D topography example is depicted in Figure 5. In this case, the two wedge toes generate a
diffracted wave field that was absent in the idealized infinite wedge case. Therefore, we here
expect to see a combination of reflected and diffracted waves as a scattered wavefield at the
vertex. Synthetic seismograms and the velocity time history at the wedge tip are presented in
Figure 6a and 6b. The time history shows two peaks at t = 1.16s and t = 1.31s. The former shows
amplification of 0.51 that corresponds to the superposition of two scattered body wavefields,

namely the incident S wave and diffracted SP wave (Figure 6a). The latter velocity spike shows a
larger amplification factor i.e. 1.69, which is caused by the superposition of two forward
propagated surface waves at the vertex. Figure 6a shows the various parts of the scattered
wavefield; these include the incident S wave, the diffracted SP wave and the surface waves (R1
to R3). R1 is a Rayleigh wave generated at the wedge toe and propagating towards the boundary
(backward). R2 and R3 are Rayleigh waves reflected and transmitted at the vertex. The result of
2D simulation shows that placing a constraint on the problem (limiting the length of wedge face)
can significantly affect the resulting scattered wavefield and amplification compared to the
infinite wedge shown earlier.

Figure 5. Configuration of proposed numerical model for 2D topography
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Figure 6. a) Synthetic seismogram and b) Time history at the vertex for 2D topography

3D Wedge-shaped Topography
Figure 7 shows the pyramid model we used for the third part of our analysis. In this case, the
geometry is further restricted by adding an out-of-plane boundary; still, the internal angle of the
wedges on each plane is 90o. In fact, we consider the strain variation along the third dimension
that is absent in the 2D plane strain problem. Again, we expect to see the effects of the additional
constraints in the scattered wavefield. Figure 8a shows the synthetic seismograms, which when
compared to Figures 3a and 6a, they are much more complex and contain additional wave types.
More complex wavefield is clear in this figure. The velocity time history at the wedge tip (Figure
8b) shows much higher amplification i.e. 3.56 at the vertex in comparison with 0 and 1.69,
respectively for infinite wedge and 2D topography. This value is attributed to the interaction of
different wavefields at the vertex: the direct S wave, the diffracted SP and the forward propagating Rayleigh waves generated by the toe and travelling uphill. It is worth pointing out that all
four toes contribute to the resulting scattered wavefield. In fact, instead of two coplanar corners,
there exist four corners located at different planes with respect to the recording plane (central
section). Figure 8b also shows ~90⁰ phase shift in the scattered wave which is a characteristic of
the right angle wedge.

Figure 7. Configuration of proposed numerical model for 3D topography
Conclusions
In this work, we analyzed the scattering of SV waves by three simple geometries, an infinite
wedge, a 2D finite wedge and a 3D pyramid. We showed how the complexity of the scattered
wavefield evolves as we add geometric constraints to the model. The maximum amplification
factor at the vertex, which we observed for the pyramid model, was attributed to the out-of-plane
diffraction of waves incident on the 4 pyramid toes. This simple example demonstrates the need
for further studies on the effects of complex geometry on topographic amplification of seismic
motion.
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Figure 8. a) Synthetic seismogram and b) Time history at the vertex for 3D topography
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